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Abstract- The SonTek® FlowTracker is an acoustic Doppler velocime-
ter (ADV®) designed for wading discharge measurements using estab-
lished methodology (ISO, U.S. Geological Survey, and others).  There is 
increasing interest and emphasis on the uncertainty of hydrographic 
measurements, including wading discharge measurements.  Several 
sources (including ISO standards) have developed algorithms for calcu-
lating this uncertainty.  To date, these procedures have been used pri-
marily as research and post-processing tools, and have had limited direct 
impact on field measurement techniques.  Two different uncertainty 
calculations have recently been implemented in the FlowTracker: the ISO 
calculation and one developed by researchers at the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey.  The algorithms calculate the overall uncertainty of the discharge 
measurement and the contribution of different factors (depth, velocity, 
etc.).  The calculations are performed in real time, providing the operator 
with immediate feedback on measurement uncertainty and the compo-
nents that contribute to the uncertainty.  The details of both uncertainty 
calculations are described, and results of each calculation are compared 
for a number of field measurements. 

I. BACKGROUND 

The SonTek® FlowTracker is acoustic Doppler velocime-
ter (ADV®)[1] designed for wading discharge measure-
ments[2][3][4].  It includes algorithms for the measurement 
and calculation of discharge following established meth-
odology (including ISO and U.S. Geological Survey stan-
dards).  The FlowTracker was introduced in 2001 and has 
been adopted for use world wide (over 1000 systems 
sold to date).  A common FlowTracker mounting, show-
ing the probe and handheld controller on a top setting 
wading rod, is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 – SonTek FlowTracker on Top Setting Wading Rod 

II. OVERVIEW 

Beginning with firmware version 3.0 and software ver-
sion 2.00, the FlowTracker estimates the uncertainty of 
every discharge measurement. This calculation is done 

two different ways: the ISO calculation and a method 
referred to as the Statistical calculation.   

The ISO uncertainty calculation is based upon the in-
ternational standard and provides users with the results 
of a published, accepted technique.  However, in some 
cases this calculation does not provide a reliable indicator 
of data quality. 

The Statistical uncertainty calculation uses a method 
developed by researchers at the U.S. Geological Survey. 
This is the default calculation used by the FlowTracker as 
it appears to provide a more reliable indicator of meas-
urement quality. 

In the FlowTracker real time display, the user can select 
which discharge uncertainty calculation to display.  The 
FlowTracker software displays the results of both uncer-
tainty calculations. 

III. ISO CALCULATION 

The FlowTracker implementation of the ISO uncertainty 
calculation is based upon a working version of ISO stan-
dard number 748[5] from 2003.  While it is normally not 
appropriate to use a working version, an exception was 
made since the working version provides a more thor-
ough calculation than the released ISO standard (dated 
1997).   

Equation 1 shows the ISO method to calculate uncer-
tainty applied to a FlowTracker discharge measurement.  
All values are given as relative (percentage) uncertainty. 

Equation 1 – ISO Uncertainty Calculation 
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• uQ = uncertainty in discharge  
• um = uncertainty due to number of verticals (see below) 
• us = uncertainty due to calibration errors in measure-

ments of width, depth and velocity.  This is assumed to 
be dominated by accuracy of the FlowTracker calibra-
tion (1%). 

• m = number of verticals across the width of the stream 
• bi = width at vertical i 
• di = depth at vertical i 
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• vi = mean velocity at vertical i 
• ubi = uncertainty in the width measurement at vertical 

i.  This is assumed to be 0.5%. 
• udi = uncertainty in the depth measurement at vertical 

i.  This is assumed to be 0.5% for depth > 0.30 m (1 
ft), and 1.5% for depth < 0.30 m (1 ft).  

• upi = uncertainty due to the limited number of velocity 
measurements at vertical i (see below) 

• uci + uei = uncertainty in velocity measurements at verti-
cal i, with contributions from instrument uncertainty 
(uci) and real fluctuations in the river velocity (uei).  The 
combination of these two terms is directly measured 
by the FlowTracker as the standard error of velocity 
(vi_err), and is calculated as (uci

2 + uei

2  = (vi_err / vi)
 2) 

• ni = the number of velocity measurements at vertical i  

Velocity and depth are measured at a limited number 
of verticals across the stream, and are assumed to vary 
linearly between them. To estimate the uncertainty of 
this assumption, the ISO provides a guideline based upon 
the number of verticals shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 – ISO Uncertainty for Number of Verticals 

Number of Verticals Uncertainty % (um) 
5 7.5 
10 4.5 
15 3.0 
20 2.5 
25 2.0 
30 1.5 
35 1.0 
40 1.0 
45 1.0 

Sauer and Meyer[6] provide essentially the same data, 
and convert this to Equation 2 to calculate this uncer-
tainty for any number of verticals (um is in percent; m is 
the number of verticals).  This is the equation used by the 
FlowTracker when calculating the ISO uncertainty esti-
mate. 

Equation 2 – ISO Uncertainty for Number of Verticals 

88.0*32 −= mum
 

This estimate is based on a statistical analysis of many 
rivers. It does not take into account the data available at 
an individual site which could strongly influence the 
overall uncertainty. For example, it might be possible with 
5 verticals to accurately measure the flow in a broad con-
crete channel of constant depth, as the velocity distribu-
tion will likely be very consistent. In comparison, a natural 
stream can show large velocity and depth changes and 
the accuracy of a discharge measurement with 5 verticals 
would be much lower.  The ISO calculation does not ac-
count for this difference.  This is perhaps the most signifi-
cant shortcoming of the ISO calculation. 

 A limited number of velocity measurements are made 
at each vertical; the mean velocity is calculated using as-

sumptions about the velocity distribution. The ISO stan-
dard provides the data in Table 2 to estimate the uncer-
tainty associated with these assumptions. 

Table 2 – ISO Uncertainty for Number of  

Velocity Measurements 

Measurement Method Uncertainty (upi) 
1 point (0.6 * depth) 7.5% 

2 points (0.2 and 0.8 * 
depth) 

3.5% 

5 points (surface, 0.2 / 0.6 / 
0.8 * depth, bottom)  

2.5% 

Distribution method (change 
between points < 20%) 

0.5% 

For the FlowTracker, we have simplified Table 2 to es-
timate the uncertainty based only on the number of 
measurements in the vertical as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 – SonTek Formulation of ISO Uncertainty  
For Number of Velocity Measurements 

Number of Measurements Uncertainty (upi) 
1 7.5% 
2 3.5% 
3 3.0% 
4 2.7% 

5 or more 2.5% 

In Equation 1, the ISO calculation breaks the sources of 
uncertainty into two groups.  The first group are uncer-
tainty sources that are applied for each vertical:  width 
(uwi), depth (udi), method (upi, for the number of velocity 
measurements at each vertical), and velocity (uci + uei).  
These uncertainty sources are weighted based on the 
discharge of each vertical.  The second group contains 
values applied to the measurement as a whole: the accu-
racy of instrument calibration (us), and the number of 
verticals (um). All uncertainty sources are assumed to be 
independent. 

Although Equation 1 appears complicated at first 
glance, it is straight forward to implement in the Flow-
Tracker.  Each term is either measured directly by the 
FlowTracker or can be determined from the ISO standard.  
The summation to determine uncertainty is done by the 
FlowTracker at the same time as the discharge calculation 
(which uses a similar summation). 

In addition to overall uncertainty, the FlowTracker 
looks at the contribution of each parameter.  To calculate 
the contribution of each parameter, the calculation is 
repeated while setting all other parameters to zero.  At 
the end of each discharge measurement, the FlowTracker 
real time display shows the overall uncertainty and the 
largest individual source of uncertainty.  The FlowTracker 
software shows the contribution of each parameter. 

 
• Accuracy (us):  uncertainty due to the accuracy of the 

FlowTracker calibration 
• Depth (udi): uncertainty due to depth measurements 
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• Method (upi): uncertainty due to the number and loca-
tion of velocity measurements at each vertical 

• Number of verticals (um): uncertainty due to a limited 
number of verticals  

• Velocity (uci + uei): uncertainty due to velocity meas-
urements (instrument uncertainty and real fluctuations 
in the flow) 

• Width (uwi) : uncertainty due to width measurements 

IV. STATISTICAL CALCULATION  

The method we refer to as the Statistical calculation 
was developed by researchers at the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey (USGS):  Tim Cohn, Julie Kiang, and Robert Mason[7].  
It has also been called the interpolated difference tech-
nique, although a final name has not been selected.  As 
of August 2006, they have not published this technique 
but have plans to do so in the future.  The calculation 
described here should be considered preliminary, and 
may be subject to change. 

The Statistical technique takes a very different ap-
proach from the ISO method.  The ISO looks at the physi-
cal characteristics of the measurement and discharge cal-
culation to estimate uncertainty.  The Statistical tech-
nique is a strictly statistical approach, using adjacent val-
ues of each measured variable to estimate the uncer-
tainty in these measurements.  This paper presents only 
an overview of this technique, deferring a full description 
to future publications of Cohn, Kiang and Mason. 

The basic form of the Statistical calculation (Equation 
3) is similar to the ISO calculation.  As with the ISO calcu-
lation, all values in Equation 3 are given as relative (per-
centage) uncertainty. 

Equation 3 – Statistical Uncertainty Calculation 
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• uQ = uncertainty in discharge  
• us = uncertainty due to calibration errors in measure-

ments of width, depth and velocity.  This is assumed to 
be dominated by accuracy of the FlowTracker calibra-
tion (1%). 

• m = number of verticals across the width of the stream 
• bi = width at vertical i 
• di = depth at vertical i 
• vi = mean velocity at vertical i 
• ubi = uncertainty in width at vertical i.  The Statistical 

technique does not include a method for calculating 
this value, so we use the ISO value of 0.5%. 

• udi = uncertainty in depth at vertical i (see below).   
• uvi = uncertainty in velocity at vertical i (see below). 

To estimate the uncertainty in depth and velocity, the 
Statistical technique uses adjacent measurements.  The 

calculation is the same for depth or velocity (the depth 
calculation is shown here). 

A basic assumption of a discharge measurement is that 
velocity and depth change linearly between verticals.  
Following this assumption, we can estimate the depth at 
vertical i (di) by using depth values from the adjacent ver-
ticals (di-1 and di+1).  For simplicity the calculation below 
assumes equal spacing of verticals; the FlowTracker uses 
a linear interpolation based on the location of each verti-
cal for the estimated value. 

di_est = (di-1 + di+1) / 2 

An estimate of the uncertainty in depth for vertical i 
can be calculated as the difference between the esti-
mated and measured depth. 

Δi = di_est - di 

Individual uncertainty estimates ( i) are subject to con-
siderable variability; combining all estimates from a given 
measurement gives a better overall estimate of uncer-
tainty.  Equation 4 calculates an overall estimated of the 
uncertainty in depth measurements ( d,), a statistical av-
erage of the individual uncertainty estimates ( i).  This 
value ( d) is in depth units (m or ft).  (The derivation of 
Equation 4 is deferred to future publications of Cohn, 
Kiang and Mason.) 

Equation 4 – Statistical Depth Uncertainty (Depth Units) 
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The relative uncertainty is then calculated in Equation 
5.  This relative depth uncertainty (udi) is used directly in 
Equation 3.  A similar term is calculated for velocity (uvi).   

Equation 5 – Statistical Depth Uncertainty (Relative) 
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Perhaps the biggest advantage of the Statistical tech-
nique is that the estimated uncertainty takes into account 
variability in depth and velocity across the stream, and 
hence includes measurement uncertainty, stream condi-
tions (i.e. different bottom types), and the assumption 
that depth and velocity change linearly between stations. 

As with the ISO calculation, Equation 3 breaks the 
sources of uncertainty into two groups.  The first are un-
certainty sources that are applied for each vertical:  width 
(uwi), depth (udi), and velocity (uvi).  These uncertainty 
sources are weighted based on the discharge of each 
vertical. The other uncertainty source is applied to the 
measurement as a whole: the accuracy of instrument 
calibration (us).  All uncertainty sources are assumed to be 
independent. 

In addition to overall uncertainty, the FlowTracker 
looks at the contribution of each parameter.  To calculate 
the contribution of each parameter, the calculation is 
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repeated while setting all other parameters to 0.  At the 
end of each discharge measurement, the FlowTracker 
real time display shows overall uncertainty and the largest 
individual source of uncertainty.  The FlowTracker soft-
ware shows the contribution of each parameter. 
• Accuracy (us):  uncertainty due to the accuracy of Flow-

Tracker calibration. 
• Depth (udi): this term includes both uncertainty in the 

depth measurement and the effect of changes in 
depth between verticals. 

• Velocity (uvi): this term includes instrument uncertainty, 
real variations in velocity (turbulence), and the effect of 
changes in velocity between verticals. 

• Width (uwi) : uncertainty due to width measurements 

V. COMPARISON 

Why offer two different uncertainty calculations - 
shouldn’t one be sufficient?  To answer this, we look at 
the results of each method.   

The ISO calculation seems a natural choice: it is well 
documented and from an internationally recognized 
agency.  However, analysis shows the ISO does not al-
ways provide a meaningful indication of the measure-
ment quality.  In contrast, the Statistical technique ap-
pears to provide a good indicator of measurement qual-
ity, particularly at sites with variable flow conditions.  
However, it is currently an unpublished technique and 
may be subject to change in the future.  Since there are 
drawbacks to each technique, we decided to present re-
sults from both calculations. 

To compare the two uncertainty calculations, we used 
a set of 24 FlowTracker discharge measurements.  These 
represent a range of conditions: discharge values from 
0.004 to 8.6 m3/s (0.13 to 300 ft3/s) and mean velocity 
from 0.01 to 0.50 m/s (0.03 to 1.6 ft/s).  The measure-
ments were all made in natural streams at a variety of 
locations in North America.  Figure 2 compares the Statis-
tical and ISO calculations from all 24 files.   
• The Statistical calculation shows uncertainty values 

from 2.1 to 19%; the ISO calculation shows values 
from 2.4 to 8.4%.   

• If you remove one outlier (a file with very low velocity), 
the Statistical calculation varies from 2.1 to 15.1% 
while the ISO varies only from 2.4 to 4.3%.   

• Uncertainty under 5% is considered a “Good” meas-
urement by many agencies; hence the ISO equation 
would rate all but one of these measurements as 
“Good”. This is clearly not the case upon closer analy-
sis of some files. 

 
Figure 2 – Uncertainty Calculation Comparison 

To understand the differences, we look at some indi-
vidual files.  Figure 3 shows depth and velocity profiles 
from a site where Statistical uncertainty is 2.5% while 
ISO uncertainty is 2.6%.  As both calculations indicate, 
this is a good measurement with smooth, linear varia-
tions in depth and velocity with few large inconsistencies.   
Both calculations correctly represent this. 

 
Figure 3 – Uncertainty Comparison, “Good” File 

Figure 4 shows depth and velocity profiles from a file 
where the Statistical uncertainty is 15.1% while the ISO 
uncertainty is 3.9%.  Looking closely at the measure-
ment, there are a number of large and dramatic changes 
in both depth and velocity (particularly velocity, for ex-
ample measurements at locations 5.5 and 8.1 m).  This 
indicates either unusual flow conditions (which would 
require more verticals to resolve) or measurement prob-
lems.  The ISO calculation still reports an uncertainty 
(3.9%) that would be considered good by most users.  
The Statistical calculation reports a much higher uncer-
tainty (15.2%), correctly indicating that there are areas 
for concern in the measurement quality. 
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Figure 4 – Uncertainty Comparison, “Bad” File 

It is also interesting to look at the contribution of each 
parameter to the estimated uncertainty.  For the ISO cal-
culation, 6 different parameters contribute to the overall 
uncertainty: width, depth, velocity, method, number of 
stations, and accuracy (FlowTracker calibration).  For the 
Statistical calculation, there are 4 parameters:  width, 
depth, velocity and accuracy (FlowTracker calibration 
again). 

For the ISO calculation, the number of stations is the 
largest single component of uncertainty for 22 out of 24 
files; method and velocity are each the largest source in 
one file.  Since the number of stations parameter is es-
sentially based on a statistical analysis of many rivers, 
rather than data from the specific measurement site, this 
raises significant concerns if it is the largest source of un-
certainty.  The contribution of velocity is generally small, 
except in cases where the mean velocity is very low (ve-
locity is the largest component of uncertainty in a file 
where the mean velocity is 0.01 m/s (0.04 ft/s)).  The 
measurement method is generally a modest contributor 
to overall uncertainty, but can be significant in files with 
low overall uncertainty (<3%).  The contribution of 
width, depth and accuracy to the overall ISO uncertainty 
is small to negligible.    

For the Statistical calculation, the velocity term is the 
largest individual source of uncertainty in all 24 files.  
Keep in mind that this term includes not only uncertainty 
in the velocity measurement, but also variation in velocity 
between stations (which is typically the dominating fac-
tor).  Depth adds a small but notable amount to the Sta-
tistical uncertainty calculation; again, this is dominated by 
the variation in depth between stations.  The contribu-
tions of width and accuracy are small to negligible.  
Analysis of this data tends to indicate that variation be-
tween stations, both of depth and velocity, are the most 
important factor in overall measurement uncertainty. 

 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The ISO and Statistical calculations provide practical 
methods to estimate discharge uncertainty, and have 
been implemented for automatic analysis in the Flow-
Tracker.  Short comings in the ISO calculation reduce its 
ability to reflect the quality of a discharge measurement; 
however we felt that it was still necessary to shows the 
results of this method since it is a standard technique.  
Because of the ability of the Statistical calculation to bet-
ter distinguish data quality, we recommend using this 
calculation. 

With the automatic calculation of discharge uncer-
tainty, we hope to accomplish two things: to provide op-
erators with feedback that improves the quality of their 
measurements, and to contribute to data analysis that 
improves uncertainty calculations in the future.   

Regardless of the instrument used, the quality of any 
field measurement relies heavily on the technique em-
ployed by the operator.  One of the best ways to improve 
measurement quality is to provide information and feed-
back that helps the operator improve their technique.  
The FlowTracker uncertainty calculation is one part of 
SonTek/YSI’s efforts to provide this feedback. 
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SonTek/YSI, founded in 1992 and advancing environmental 
science in over 100 countries, manufactures affordable, reliable 
acoustic Doppler instruments for water velocity measurement in 
oceans, rivers, lakes, harbors, estuaries, and laboratories.  
Headquarters are located in San Diego, California. Additional 
information can be found at www.sontek.com 
 


